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FIXED POINTS OF SURFACE HOMEOMORPHISMS 

BY BOJU JIANG (PO-CHU CHIANG) 

For a self-map ƒ of a compact connected polyhedron X, the Nielsen num
ber N(f) is defined to be the number of essential fixed point classes (see [1] for 
an introduction to Nielsen fixed point theory). It is a classical theorem of 
Wecken [7] that N(f ) is a lower bound of the number of fixed points for all 
maps homotopic to ƒ, and that if X is a manifold of dimension > 3 this lower 
bound is always realizable (see also [1]). It is now known [3] that N(f) is real
izable if X has no local cut points and X is not a surface. The readability prob
lem for maps on surfaces is still open. 

Historically, the theory of fixed point classes originated with Nielsen's 
study [5] of surface homeomorphisms. The purpose of this work is to examine 
the realizabiUty of the Nielsen number of a surface homeomorphism as the least 
number of fixed points in an isotopy class. The same problem for higher-dimen
sional manifolds is open. 

MAIN THEOREM. Let M2 be a compact surface, closed or with boundary. 
Let ip: M2 —> M2 be a homeomorphism. Then $ is isotopic {through embeddings) 
to an embedding which has N($) fixed points. If in addition, no boundary com
ponent of M2 is mapped onto itself by <p in an orientation-reversing manner, then 
y is isotopic (through homeomorphisms) to a homeomorphism having N($) fixed 
points. 

The reason why we have to be contented with embeddings instead of homeo
morphisms in the presence of an orientation-reversed invariant boundary compo
nent has already been explained in [4]. 

Our proof is based on Thurston's theory of surfaces [6, 2] which enables 
us to visualize a representative from each isotopy class. 

For surfaces with xQM2) ^ 0, the truth of the Theorem can be checked 
case by case. In the general case xÇM2) < 0> Thurston [6] (see also [2]) tells us 
that every diffeomorphism y is isotopic to a "diffeomorphism" </ which is either 
(1) an isometry with respect to a hyperbolic metric, or (2) a pseudo-Anosov "dif
feomorphism", or (3) reducible in the sense that M2 can be cut into simpler 
parts along an invariant set of disjoint simple closed curves, such that on each 
part, <p' is of type (1) or (2) in the complement of a collar around its boundary. 
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The case (1) has already been discussed in [4]. The case (2) is related to 
Thurston's theorem [6, Theorem 6] that a pseudo-Anosov diffeomorphism has 
the minimum number of periodic points (for every period) in its isotopy class. 
However, Thurston's statement is true only for orientation-preserving homeomor-
phisms of orientable surfaces, although he did not say so explicitly. The reason 
is that a fixed point of an orientation-reversing pseudo-Anosov diffeomorphism 
which is an odd-pronged singularity (such an example is not hard to construct, 
say, on a closed surface of genus 2) has index 0 and is easily removable; bound
ary behavior can also cause trouble when the surface is bounded. Nevertheless, 
the truth of our Theorem in this pseudo-Anosov case can be shown by taking 
care of these pathologies. 

The reducible case is much more complicated. To tackle it, we need the 
following key lemma which can be proved by a combinatorial group theory 
argument. (There is also a geometric proof of the lemma, due to A. Hatcher.) 

LEMMA. Let M2 be a compact surface. Let C = Cx U • • • U Cn be a dis
joint union of simple closed curves in Int M2, none of which bounds a disc in 
M2. Let I: S1 —» M2 be a loop (homotopically) trivial in M2. Assume that I 
is transverse to C. 

(i) If I is in M2 - C, then I is trivial in M2 - C. 
(ii) If I does cross C, then it must have at least two ''loose segments''. 

Here by a "segment" we mean an arc ACS1 obtained by cutting S1 along 
l~l{C)\ it is "loose" if l\A can be deformed through M2 - C into C rel endpoints, 
i.e if l\A can be extended to h: D2 —> M2 such that h~l(C) = S1 -A, D2 being 
the disc bounded by S1. 

This lemma helps us to analyze the structure of a fixed point class of <p'. 
By isotoping <p' in the collars if necessary, a fixed point class can be made to 
consist of either a single point, an arc, a simple closed curve, or a connected sub
surface possibly with some arcs sticking out of it. We also have detailed know
ledge about the indices of the fixed point classes and the behavior of </ near 
them. Then we can isotope </?' to change each fixed point class into a single 
point, or to remove it if its index is zero. This will complete the proof of the 
Theorem. 

A by-product of our argument is 

THEOREM. Let M2 be a surface other than S2. For any self-homeomor-
phism ip: M2 —> M2, we have N(y) > the Lefschetz number L($). 
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